
PRODUCT SUMMARY
VizoRooms are enterprise-grade Zoom Rooms that come pre-configured, in 
consolidated packaging, and include one-year support that can be extended 
and/or renewed. 
 
PLUG N PLAY 
VizoRooms arrive completely configured and setup for a Plug N Play experience. 
Everything has been considered so that setting up a VizoRoom takes a matter 
of minutes. The PC/Mac simply needs to be powered on and connected to the 
internet; sign into your Zoom Room account and you’re done. The tablet also 
comes configured and in its meeting console ready to go; like the PC/Mac, turn 
it on, connect to the internet, and sign in. If the VizoRoom is going to a location 
with minimal IT support, a Vivo-Comm technician can have the VizoRoom 
signed into beforehand so setup becomes even more simple.  

CONSOLIDATED PACKAGING 
Prior to a VizoRoom, deploying a Zoom Room likely consisted of buying the 
various components and getting multiple packaging for even one room. 
VizoRoom simplifies the experience entirely. Everything you’ll need for your 
room shows up in a single package ready for deployment. Even the cables and 
accessories have been packaged in a way that makes setup a breeze! 

SUPPORT 
Manufacture warranties are often limited in scope and can’t be extended, 
not to mention that most require you to send them the defective unit on your 
dime with receipt prior to them sending back the replacement part. VizoRoom 
support is far more comprehensive. VizoRoom Support includes:  
• Remote setup. A technician can even help over video.
• Total hardware coverage with advanced replacement parts. That means we’ll 

send you the replacement parts immediately, then simply put the defective 
component in the packaging and send it back to us, shipping to and from 
your location is on us. Replacement parts are shipped 2-day air, but can be 
overnighted on request.

• Remote training. We can train your IT staff or trainer(s), or we can even do a 
remote video training to your end users.

VizoRooms come with one-year support that can be extended to three years and 
renewed year over year.

There are three VizoRoom 
packages that are customizable 
to work for any space: 

VizoExec – Ideal for corporate 
boardrooms. 
VizoPro – Versatile conference 
room option. 
VizoHuddle – Perfect for huddle 
rooms. 

Room solutions come  
pre-configured and setup for a 
quick, simple deployment.  

Consolidated packaging reduces 
complexity and makes clean up 
easy. 

Support is comprehensive and 
includes advanced replacement 
parts. 
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